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The BREAK command is used to break specified object by selected two points.

Command Access:

Ribbon : Home > Modify > Break
Ribbon : Home > Modify > Break at a point
Menu : Modify > Break
Command : BREAK

Command Prompts:

Select object:
Specify second break point of [First point]:

Function Description:

Create an interval by two specified points to break object. If the second point is outside of the select
object, it will be projected to selected object. The BREAK command is usually used to create intervals
for a block or text.

Relative glossary:

Second break point:
Specify the second point to break selected object.
First point:
Specify a new point to instead the first defined point. The distance between the two selected points will
be deleted. If the second point is out of the select object, the second point will be instead by the nearest
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point on the object. So to break one side of a straight line, an arc, or a polyline, users could specify the
second break point near the side.

To break an object without deleting one part, users could specify the second point the same as the first
point, or input the coordinate of the second point with @. There are many objects could be broken into
two parts or removed one of them, such as straight line, arc, circle, polyline, ellipse, spline, torus and
others. Taking a circle for example, it could be broken from the first point to the second point in
anticlockwise direction, and turns it to an arc.

Users could also break an object at a point by the "BREAK AT POINT" tool. This command could break
straight line, open polyline and arc except closed objects (such as circle).



 

Related tutorial video:

 

 

Status bar related setting 00:15
Draw Rectangles and Polygons 00:26
Rectang command 00:26
Polygon command 00:26
Arc command 00:30
Trim command 00:40
Extend command 01:51
Offset command 02:23
Stretch command 03:35
Edit objects + grips 03:55
Break object 04:13
Circle command 05:51
Draw circles 05:51
Break command 05:56
Join command 06:32
Scale command 06:53
Lengthen command 07:29
Copy command 08:20
Rotate command 08:47
Move command 09:07

Above video sources from TUTORIAL - GETTING STARTED WITH GSTARCAD, enrol now for
free.
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